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Abstract 
A concrete dynamic-data type is just a partial algebra with predicates such that for some of 
the sorts there is a special predicate defining a transition relation. 
An abstract dynamic-data type (ad-dt) is an isomorphism class of such algebras. To obtain 
specifications for ad-dt’s, we propose a logic which combines many-sorted first-order logic with 
branching-time combinators. 
We consider both an initial and a loose semantics for our specifications and give sufficient 
conditions for the existence of the initial models. Then we discuss structured specifications and 
implementation. 
1. Introduction 
Dynamic-data types are (modelled by) dynamic algebras, which are a particular 
kind of algebras with predicates. These, in turn, are just the algebraic structures that are 
needed to interpret many-sorted first-order logic: a family of sets (the carriers) together 
with a set of operations and predicates on the carriers [30]; here the operations are 
partial in order to model situations like trying to get the first element of an empty list. 
The distinguishing feature of dynamic algebras is that for some of the carriers (the 
dynamic ones) there are special ternary predicates -, where (d, 1, d’) E +, usually 
written as d L d’, means that the element d may perform a transition labelled by 
1 into the element d’. The label 1 is used to describe the interaction with the envi- 
ronment, by specifying both the conditions (on the environment) for the transition to 
become enabled and the transformations this transition induces on the environment. 
The elements d and d’ are called dynamic elements, because we regard them as (de- 
scriptions of) entities that can evolve in time. Processes or concurrent/reactive systems 
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are typical examples, but our framework can be applied to other situations as well; in 
[44], for instance, it is used to describe parts of a hydroelectric power station. 
Following a well-established pattern, see e.g. [40], we identify a dynamic entity with 
its (initial) state. Therefore, dynamic sorts/carriers/elements could also be called state 
sorts/carriers/elements. 
If we use a dynamic algebra to model processes, then we may have transitions cor- 
responding to “send” and “receive” actions. A dynamic algebra for lists may have 
transitions corresponding to the tail operation; thus list L Tail(U) is true, for some 
appropriate label 1. Of course, we are not forced to have such predicates when mod- 
elling processes it is natural to use them (one could even say we need them); in the 
case of list we have a choice: we can use the (classical) static view, or a dynamic one 
(closer to the way we regard lists when programming within the imperative paradigm). 
The crucial point is that if we want to model, say, processes which can send and re- 
ceive structured data, we can use a single algebra to describe both processes and data. 
Some of the examples in the main text should clarify this point. 
The basic idea behind dynamic algebras is very simple. There are some technical 
problems; but they are orthogonal w.r.t. the dynamic features, as they concern partial 
operations, and have been dealt with in the literature, see [16,2] for instance. The 
name seems appropriate, even though it has already been used to denote structures for 
interpreting dynamic logic, see e.g. [42], which are different from the ones we consider 
here. 
The question is whether dynamic algebras are of any use; we think the answer is 
yes. Indeed, they are a basic formal tool of the SMoLCS methodology, which has been 
used in practice, and for large projects, with success (see e.g. [7,5, lo]). SMoLCS is 
a methodology for specifying dynamic systems that provides a framework for handling 
both ordinary (static) data types and dynamic data types. One of the main ideas in 
SMoLCS is indeed that this aim can be achieved within the algebraic framework de- 
veloped by the adt-community, provided that transitions can be referred to (and this 
is precisely the role of transition predicates). There are other significant features in 
SMoLCS: great flexibility in defining the kind of composition and/or interaction of 
processes (there are no predefined operations); methodological guidelines for modular 
specifications of complex systems, software tools; . . . ; but they are not central to this 
paper; interested readers can refer to [7]. 
The logical language originally used in SMoLCS is (partial) many-sorted first-order 
logic with equality and transition predicates. Such a language allows reasonable speci- 
fications for many properties of concurrent systems, however it becomes cumbersome 
and inadequate when dealing with properties involving the transitive closure of the 
transition relations such as (some) liveness or safety properties [38]. A really significant 
example would take up too much space here; a simple, but still interesting, one can 
be cooked up using buffers containing natural numbers. 
To model buffers we use a dynamic algebra where the carriers are the set of natural 
numbers, a set of buffer states B, a set L of labels; the operations are Empty, Put, 
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Get, Remoue, 0 and I. Empty denotes the empty buRer, Put(n, h) adds number n to 
buffer b; Get(b) yields the “first” element in b, if any; Remove(b) removes this first 
element from b returning a new buffer, O(n) and I(n) are the labels corresponding, 
respectively, to returning and receiving number n. Finally, + consists of the triples: 
b 2 Put(n,b), for all n and all b, and b O(Ger(h))) Remove(b), whenever h is not 
empty (see Example 3 for a more precise account). 
As examples of properties we can consider: 
(i) The buffers follow a LIFO policy, i.e., Grt(Put(n. 6)) = n and Rrmow( Put 
(n,h)) = b. 
(ii) If b is non-empty, then there is an elementary transition from h to Remoce(h) 
corresponding to “output Get(b)“. Using the transition predicate, we can phrase this 
by saying that b “(Ger(b))~ Remove(b) is true. 
(iii) The buffers will return any number that they receive. 
(iv) The buffers have the capability of returning any number, say ~1, that they receive 
and maintain this capability until n is actually delivered. 
Condition (i) is standard and does not need any comment. (iii) is a liveness con- 
straint: once a buffer b inputs n it will evolve (through input/output transitions) in 
such a way that at a certain “state” (or moment) n will be output. Notice one im- 
portant difference between (i) and (iii): the first specifies the structure of our buffers, 
while the other specifies their behaviour, without constraining the internal structure. 
(iv) is a weaker form of (iii): once a buffer b inputs n it will evolve in such a 
way that at any moment either n is output or another state can be reached in which 
n can be output. Notice also that (iv) is about the future capabilities of the buffers 
to perform some output actions, so it does not require anything about possible ex- 
ternal receivers of the output number; while (iii) implicitly requires the existence of 
a receiver. Finally, one way of reading (ii) is: if b is nonempty then it can always 
output the last (stored) value; thus, we have an example of a simple safety prop- 
erty. 
Properties (i) and (ii) can be easily expressed using a first-order logic (with transition 
predicates). This is not the case for the other two properties. Let us consider (iv): the 
natural way of expressing it refers, more or less explicitly, to the (future) behaviour 
of buffers, behaviour that is usually described by transition sequences. In other words, 
the straightforward formalization of (iv) using the “usual language of mathematics” 
would look like this (if we assume for simplicity that a buffer always holds distinct 
elements): 
(iv’) if ho 3 bl then Vk>2, ‘Jbz ,.... bk E B, Vl2 . . . . . IA_, E L s.t. 11, L hz. 
b2 L b3,...,bk-, 5 bk, either gj 1 <,j< k - 1 s.t. 1, = O(n) or there exist 
b’, .... b;,,tB, 1; ,..., li_,~L s.t. bk Lb; ,..., b;,_, =b;,. 
It is hard to derive a simple first-order formula from (iv’)! This is one of the reasons 
why we decided to use a “richer” logic: one well suited to express properties such as 
(iii) and (iv), but also (i) and (ii). 
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Various modal and temporal logics have been proposed as a tool for specifying 
properties of concurrent/reactive systems. As pointed out in [49] modal logics allow 
to express in concise form properties which refer to single transitions. In most cases, 
multi-modal logics (where modalities are labelled by actions) are used, interpreting 
them over labelled transition systems (which generalize Kripke frames). However, when 
the main interest is in describing the on-going behaviour of a system (as in our case), 
temporal logics are preferred as they are interpreted over paths (in transition systems) 
and such paths indeed describe the evolution of the process/system in question. 
Linear temporal logics refer to single paths (thus a formula is satisfied by a set of 
paths iff it is satisfied by each path in the set), while branching-time temporal logics 
refer to sets of paths arranged in a tree (or part of a tree), thus taking the branching 
structure of the behaviour into account. (For an overview of modal and temporal logics 
see, for instance, [49,25]). 
Manna and Pnueli have, over the years, carried out the most extensive investigation 
in using temporal logics for describing reactive systems. Their approach (see [37,38]) 
has been followed, with minor changes, by many authors. Essentially, they model the 
behaviour of systems by maximal (i.e. non-extendable) sequence of states. The jth state 
in the sequence describes the overall state of the system after j “steps” of activity. The 
logic they use (in its more recent formulation, see [38]) 1s a first-order linear temporal 
logic; with minor differences it is the same logic presented in [33,25, 11. In this logic, 
state-formulae are the basic building blocks; they are (or can be regarded as) ordinary 
first-order formulae and describe the properties of the system under investigation at a 
given instant in time. Temporal formulae are obtained from state formulae by using 
temporal combinators (such as “henceforth”, “eventually”, “at the next instant”, . . .), to- 
gether with classical propositional connectives and quantifiers; they allow to express, for 
instance, safety and liveness properties. Semantically, states (and the interpretation of 
non-logical symbols) provide the equivalent of classical first-order structures, while the 
interpretation of the temporal combinators refers to a maximal sequence of states (recall 
that it is a linear temporal logic). At the semantic level, therefore, the basic picture is 
a sequence of jirst-order structures. As there is one system to describe/specify these 
structures must have a lot in common; on the other hand, something must change, 
as times flows. (This is also connected with some problems about the meaning of 
first-order quantification within temporal logic, see [29].) A solution is obtained by 
considering just a single first-order structure, but allowing some function and/or predi- 
cate symbols to be jexible (or local): their interpretation (or the assignment of values 
to them, in the case of variables) is time-dependent (i.e. state-dependent); moreover 
quantification over flexible variables is distinguished from quantification on ordinary 
(rigid/global) variables. Nevertheless, in this approach first-order and temporal features 
do not mix really well; in particular, the temporal dimension remains external to the 
first-order world. 
The first-order logic used in specifications of concurrent/reactive systems following 
the SMoLCS methodology suggested a different approach, in which individual elements, 
operations, predicates and transitions (modelled by a special predicate) are all contained 
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within a single algebraic structure: a dynamic algebra. (As a side benefit, the semantic 
problems related to quantification vanish.) In other words, the evolution of a system 
is not described by a sequence a snapshots of a structure with “flexible components”. 
but by a sequence of elements belonging to a single algebra and related by transition 
predicates. We shall be more precise on this point in Section 4. 
We use a branching-time logic, instead of the simpler linear one, because it allows 
to express, in a natural way, properties about the choices available at a given moment 
of time. 
Another important difference between our approach and the one by Manna and Pnueli 
(and other authors) is that rather than specifying single systems we specify typrs 
of systems (dynamic-data types), usually having several components of other (pos- 
sible dynamic) types; each type is characterized by its properties expressed through 
logical axioms. For instance, rather than specifying a computer network, we specify 
a type “computer network”, together with the types corresponding to the components of 
a network: a type “node”, a type “server”, a type “storage unit”, . 
Many authors have limited the strength of the logic they use in order to preserve nice 
properties such as decidability or, at least, existence of complete deductive systems. 
We have privileged flexibility and expressiveness instead; therefore, we have a full 
first-order branching-time logic. The price we pay for this is incompleteness: in our 
logic, validity is not even semi-decidable. 
Actually, the logic presented here does not have all the desirable features: past- 
time operators are not included, for simplicity. It has been argued, see e.g. [37], that 
they allow to write specifications which are simpler and more natural than those using 
future-time operators only. We share this view and in the applications we actually use 
an extension of the logic presented here, containing the usual operators referring to the 
past: since, last-time, sometime,. , see e.g. [27]. 
As stated above, our choices have been motivated by previous experience of the 
problems involved in the specifications of concurrent systems [6,7, 111. In this paper 
we show that the logical framework we propose is sound. Not only it corresponds to an 
institution [ 171 but, more importantly, we have been able to extend to our setting, and 
in a natural way, the main concepts and results concerning “classical” specifications of 
abstract data types (see e.g. [53]). In other words, we may go through the well-known 
basic concepts and results about abstract data types replacing algebras with dynamic 
algebras and first-order logic with our logic. In Section 5 we exemplify this procedure 
on structured specifications and implementation of specifications. 
The formalism presented in this paper is based on the institution of partial algebras 
with predicates, but this choice is not essential. Indeed in [18] it is shown how to 
define an operation that given an “appropriate” algebraic institution (total, order-sorted. 
non-strict,. . .) produces the corresponding institution of dynamic specifications. 
In Section 2 we summarize the main definitions and facts about partial algebras 
with predicates and in Section 3 we introduce dynamic algebras. In Section 4 we 
define our logical language and introduce dynamic specifications; moreover, we give 
some results concerning initial models. Section 5 deals with structured specifications 
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and implementations of specifications. Finally, Section 6 contains some concluding 
remarks and comparisons with other approaches. 
This paper supercedes [19], whose material is contained in Sections 3 and 4. 
2. Partial algebras with predicates 
Here we summarize the main definitions and facts about partial algebras with pred- 
icates, which are derived from the partial algebras of Broy and Wirsing [ 161 and from 
the algebras with predicates of Goguen and Meseguer [30]. 
A predicate signature (shortly, a signature) is a triple C = (SRT, OP, PR), where 
- SRT is a set of (the set of the sorts); 
_ OP is a family of sets: {OPw,srt}wEs~~*,srtEs~~; Op E OP,.,, is an operation 
symbol (of arity w and target srt); 
_ PR is a family of sets: {PR,},Es~r* ; Pr E PR, is a predicate symbol (of arity w). 
We shall write Op: srtl x. . . xsrt, + srt for Op E OPsrt, ,..s,.f,,,s,.f and Pr: srtl x. . . xsrt,, 
for Pr E PR,,, ...slt,, ; and also Op E OP and Pr E PR (when sorts are irrelevant). 
A partial Z-algebra with predicates (shortly a C-algebra) is a triple 
consisting of the carriers, the interpretation of the operation symbols and the inter- 
pretation of the predicate symbols. More precisely, 
_ if srt ESRT, then A,,.t is a set; 
_ if Op: srtl x . . . x srt,, + srt, then OpA: A,,,, x . . x A,,t,, + A,, is a partial function; 
_ if Pr: srtl X . x srt,,, then PrA C A,,(, x . . ‘ x A,,.ff,. 
Usually, we write PrA(al,. . . ,a,,) instead of (al,. . . ,a,)~Pr~. 
The class of all the C-algebras is denoted by PPAlg,. 
Assume that X is a given infinite denumerable set of variable symbols and let C 
be a signature with set of sorts SRT. A sort assignment for X w.r.t. C is a partial 
function X : 2” + SRT; in what follows, we shall also regard X as an SRT-indexed 
family {X,,, }srtESRT, where 
X,, = {x 1 x E X and X(x) = srt}. 
Given a sort assignment X, the term algebra T,(X) is the C-algebra defined as follows, 
using T to denote T=(X): 
- x E X,, implies x E T,,; 
- Op E OPA,,,~ implies Op E T,,; 
- tiETs, for i= 1,. . . , n and OP E OPsrt, ...srt,,,srt imply Op(tl ,. . . , tn ) E Tsrt; 
- OPT@, ,..., tn) = Op(tl,..., t,) for all OpEOP; 
- PrT = 8 for all PrEPR. 
If X,, = 8 for all srt E SRT, then Tc(X) is simply written T_Y and its elements are 
called ground terms. 
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If A E PPAlg, , a variable evaluation V : X --* A is a sort-respecting assignment of 
values in A to all the variables in X. If t E Tz(X), the interpretation oj’ t in A rv.r.t 
V is denoted by tA,’ and given as usual; note however that here it may be undefined. 
When t is a ground term, we use the notation t”. 
A Z-algebra A is term-generated iff for al! srt E SRT and all a E AsFt there exists 
t E ( Tz)s,., such that a = tA. 
In what follows, we assume that sorts and arities are respected and also that our 
algebras have nonempty carriers (as this applies to term algebras as well, we have 
an implicit assumption on signatures: that they contain “enough constants 
symbols”). 
If A and B are C-algebras, a homomorphism h from A into B, written h: A - B. is 
a family of total functions h = {a,: A,,, + Bs,.,}s,.tEsRT st.: 
- for all Op E OP: if OpA(al,. , a,) is defined, then so is OpB(h,7,,, (al ), , h,Y,.,,,(a,7)) 
and moreover h&OpA(al,. , a,>) = opB(hsrt,(al 1,. . , h,,,,(a,)); 
~ for all P~EPR: if PrA(al ,..., a,), then PrB(h,,.t,(aI) ,..., h,,,,(a,)). 
An isomorphism is a homomorphism that admits an inverse. 
It is well known that there are several possible definitions of homomorphism between 
partial algebras. The one chosen here guarantees the properties formalized in Propo- 
sitions 5 and 6 (see Section 3) and that our specification framework is an institution 
(see Section 4.4). 
Algebras and homomorphisms form a category, still denoted by PPAlg,: the identity 
homomorphism is the family of identity functions and the composition is the compo- 
sition component by component. 
The interpretation of a formula of (many-sorted) first-order logic with equality (with 
operation and predicate symbols belonging to C) in a C-algebra A is given as usual, 
but: for tl, t2 of the same sort, tl = t2 is true in A W.Y. t. m variable evuluution V 
iff tP.” and t$V are both defined and equal in A (we say that = denotes “existential 
equality”). 
We write A, V k 0 when the interpretation of the formula 0 in A w.r.t V yields 
true; moreover, 0 is valid in A (written A b 0) whenever A, V b H for all evaluations 
V. Usually, we simply write D(t) for t = t and use it to require that the interpretation 
of t is defined. 
Given a class of C-algebras %, an algebra I is initial in % iff I E % and for all 
.d E % there is a unique homomorphism hA: I + A; notice that the initial algebra is 
unique up to isomorphisms. 
Proposition 1. If I is initial in 97, then for all ground terms tl, , . . , t, and ull predicates 
PrEPR: 
~ I bt, =tz iflforallAEg:Abtl =t2; thusI ~D(t,)~~,fbrallA~~~AAD(t,); 
~ I k Pr(t,, , t,,) ifSjbr all A E%: A k Pr(tl,. , t,,). 
The condition above on D(t) implies that, in general, the term algebra Lr, is not 
initial in the class PPAlg,. 
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Finally, if CCC’ and A is a Cl-algebra, then the restriction of A to C is the C- 
algebra denoted by Alz and given by 
- (AIZ.)Srt = A,,, for all sorts srt of C, 
- OpAIz = OpA for all operation symbols Op of C, 
- P&z = PrA for all predicate symbols Pr of C. 
3. Dynamic algebras 
Definition 2. 
- A dynamic signature DC is a pair (z, DS) where: 
a C = (SRT, OP, PR) is a predicate signature, 
l DS G SRT (the elements in DS are the dynamic sorts, i.e. the sorts of dynamic 
elements), 
l for all ds E DS there exist a sort Zab(ds) E SRT - DS and a predicate symbol _ i 
-: ds x Zab(ds) x ds E PR. 
_ A dynamic algebra on DC (in short a DC-algebra) is just a C-algebra; the term 
algebra TDL(X) is just T&Y). 
Note 1. In this paper, for some of the operation and predicate symbols, we use a 
mixfix notation. This is explicit in the definition of the signatures; for instance, _ L 
-: ds x Zab(ds) x ds E PR means that we shall write t L t” instead of - (t’, t’, t”); 
i.e. terms of appropriate sorts replace underscores. 
If DA is a DC-algebra and ds E DS, then the elements of sort ds, the elements of 
sort Zab(ds) and the interpretation of the predicate - L - correspond, respectively, 
to the states, the labels and the transitions of a labelled transition system. The different 
possible evolutions of the dynamic elements are represented by the maximal labelled 
paths, i.e. maximal sequences of states and labels of the form 
do -% DA d, --% dz.. . . DA 
We denote by PATH(DA,ds) the set of such paths for the dynamic elements of sort 
ds. More precisely, PATH(DA,ds) is the set of all sequences having either of the two 
forms below: 
(1) do lo dl II d2 12 . . . d, 1, . . . (infinite path), 
(2) do lo di Ii d2 12 . ..d. I, . ..dk k>O (finite path), 
where for all n E N, d, E DAd,, I, E DAlab(ds) and (d,, Z,,,d,+l) E iDA; moreover, in 
(2) for no d, I: (dk, 1, d) E --tDA (there are no transitions starting from the final state of 
a finite path). 
If c is either (1) or (2) above, then 
- S(O) denotes the first element of cr: do; 
~ L(a) denotes the second element of g: lo (if it exists); 
- OI,, denotes the path d, 1, d,,+l Z,,+l dn+2 Z,,+2.. . (if it exists). 
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In what follows, DZ will denote a generic dynamic signature (C,DS), where 1 = 
(SRT, OP, PR); moreover, we often omit the canonical sorts and predicates and write 
sorts SRT’ 
dsorts DS 
opns 
OP 
preds 
PR’ 
for the dynamic signature (C, OS), where C is 
(SRT’ u DS u { lab(ds) 1 ds E DS}, OP, 
PR’ u {- ---t -: ds x lab(ds) x ds j ds E DS)). 
Example 3 (Buglers containing natural values orgunized in u LIFO WUJ~). Consider 
the following dynamic signature: 
sig BUFC = 
sorts nut 
dsorts huj 
opns 
0: 4 nut 
Succ: nat + nut 
Empty: ---i buj 
Put: nat x buf + buf 
Get: buf 4 nut 
Remove: buf -+ buj 
I, 0: nut --f lub(buf) 
and the (term-generated) algebra BUF given as follows. 
- BUF,,, = N. 
- BUFb,,f and the interpretation of the operations Empty, Put, Get and Remove are 
respectively the set of stacks of natural numbers and the usual operations empty 
stack, adding an element, getting the first element and removing the first element. 
These stacks are precisely our buffers. 
_ The elements built by the two operations I and 0 label the transitions corresponding 
to the actions of receiving and returning a value, respectively. 
- If we assume that the buffers are bounded and can contain k elements at most, then 
the interpretation of - in BUF is the relation consisting of the following triples 
(here and below the interpretation of a [predicate/operation] symbol S?jrnb in BUF, 
Symb B1iF, is simply denoted by Symb): 
b 2 Put(n, b) for all n and all b having k - 1 elements at most, 
b o(Ger(b)))Remove(b) for all b # Empty. 
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Put(0, Empty) . ‘. Put(n, Empty) 
yL ‘o(oj o(oj i& 
. ” Pvt(m, P?d(O, P&(0, .” Put(m, ‘I’ 
P&(0, Pd(O, Pd(n, Pd(lz, 
Empty)) Empty)) Empty)) Empty)) 
Fig. 1. The execution tree (in condensed format) associated with the empty unbounded buffer. 
If we assume, instead, that the buffers are unbounded, then - consists of the triples: 
b I(,! Put(n, b) for all IZ and all b, 
b OCGetCb))) Remoue(b) for all b # Empty. 
The complete behaviour of a unbounded buffer which is initially empty (this buffer is 
represented by the term Empty) is given by the tree represented in Fig. 1. Notice that the 
paths, starting from the root, in this three are exactly the elements in PATH(BUF, buf) 
whose initial element is Empty. Each path describes a possible behaviour of the ini- 
tially empty buffer; the transitions labelled by I(. . .) and O(. . .) are, of course, triggered 
by requests from the outside world. In Section 5 we shall present examples (of speci- 
fications) where processes interact through buffers similar to the ones considered here. 
Definition 4. Let DA and DA’ be DC-algebras; a (dynamic) homomorphism h: DA ---f 
DA’ is just a homomorphism of partial algebras with predicates, i.e. a homomorphism 
from DA into DA’ as Z-algebras. 
It is easy to see that, for each signature DZ, the class of all DC-algebras and the 
dynamic homomorphisms form a category, that we denote by DAlgDz. 
Proposition 5. Let h : DA + DA’ be a homomorphism; for all d, 1,d’ E DA, if d 2 
DAd’ then h(d) 3 “‘h(d’). 
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Informally, homomorphisms preserve the activity of the dynamic elements. The proof 
is obvious from the definition of homomorphism. 
Proposition 6. If 9 is a class of dynamic D.?Y-algebras and DI is initial in 9. then 
DI b t A t” !f jbr all DA E %‘ : DA b t I’ * t”. 
Informally, DI is an algebra of 9 where each dynamic element has the minimum 
amount of activity. The proof follows from the properties of the initial elements in the 
category of partial algebras with predicates (see Proposition 1). 
4. Specifications of abstract dynamic-data types 
Following a widely accepted idea (see e.g. [53]) a (static) abstract duta type (in 
short adt) is an isomorphism class of Z-algebras and it is usually given by a simple 
speci@ation, i.e. a pair sp = (C,AX), where C is a signature and AX a set of first-order 
formulae on C (the axioms of sp) representing the properties of the adt. The mode& 
of sp are precisely the C-algebras which satisfy the axioms in AX; more precisely, the 
class of models of sp is 
Mod(sp) = {A /A is a C-algebra and for all 0 E AX: A f= f3} 
In the initial algebra approach sp defines the adt consisting of the (isomorphism class 
of the) initial elements of the class Mod(sp). The principal motivation for this choice is 
that initial models enjoy the properties mentioned in Proposition 1. Not all specifications 
admit initial models; their existence is guaranteed, however, if the formulae in AX are 
positive conditional axioms, i.e. they have the form Ai=,,,,,,. CC, > x0, where, for all i, 
u, is an atom, i.e. it is either Pr(tl,. .., t,,) or t = t’. 
In the loose approach, instead, sp is viewed as a description of the main properties 
of an adt; thus, it represents a class, consisting of all the adt’s satisfying the proper- 
ties expressed by the axioms (more formally, the class of all isomorphism classes is 
included in Mod(sp)). 
The above definition of adt can be easily adapted to the dynamic case: an ubstract 
dynamic-d&a type (in short ad-dt) is an isomorphism class of DC-algebras. In order 
to extend the definition of specification, the problem is choosing the appropriate logi- 
cal framework. We have already discussed some of the problems in the introduction; 
therefore we first define our logic and then comment on it. 
4.1. The logic 
Recall that DC = (C,DS) and C = (SRT, OP, PR); moreover, let X be a fixed sort 
assignment as in Section 2. 
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Definition 7. The set FDZ(X) of dynamic formulae and the auxiliary sets P&Y, ds) of 
path formulae of sort ds E DS (on DC and X) are inductively defined as follows (where 
tl,. . . , tn denote terms of appropriate sort and we assume that sorts are respected): 
dynamic formulae: 
Pr(t,, . . .) tn> E FDzGU if Pr E PR 
ti = tz E FDZ(~) 
31,41 3 $2 E FDZ(~) if 41~42 E FDZ(~) 
v’x .4 E FDZW if C$ E FD#), x E X 
n(t, n) E FDX(X) if t E T&Y)ds, n E P&Y,ds), ds E DS 
path formulae: 
Remark 8. The symbols [ ] and ( ) that appear in path formulae are just brackets and 
do not represent modalities. 
Definition 9. Let DA be a DC-dynamic algebra and V :X + DA be a variable eval- 
uation (i.e. an SRT-family of total functions). We now define by multiple induction 
when a formula C$ E FDZ(X) holds in DA under V (written DA, V k 4) and when a 
formula rr E P&X,ds) holds in DA on a path o E PATH(DA,ds) under V (written 
DA, 0, V b 4). Recall that the interpretation of a term t in DA w.r.t. V is denoted 
by tDA,V and that S(a), L(o) and 01~ have been defined in Section 3. 
dynamic form&e: 
DA, V k Pr(tl,. ., t,) iff (tp9” ,..., t,““,“) E PrDA 
DA, V k tl = t2 iE t,D’>’ = t2DA>V (both sides must be defined 
and equal) 
DA,V F-4 iff DA, V /‘= q?~ 
DA, V k 41 3 42 iff either DA, V k ~$1 or DA, V /= ~$2 
DA,V kYx.q5 iff for all UEDA~~[, with srt sort of x, DA, V[v/x] b C$ 
DA, V /= n(t,n) iff tDA,” is defined and for all 
cr E PATH(DA,ds), with ds sort of t, 
if S(0) = PA,’ then DA, CJ, V k 7~ 
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path Jbrmular: 
DA, CJ, V b [Lx. q5] iff DA, V[S(a)/x] k $ 
DA, CJ, V b (2x. 4) iff either DA, V[_L(a)/x] b C#J or L(a) is not defined 
DA,o,V + 17~ iff DA,o,V kn 
DA.o, V + XI 3x2 iff either DA, 0, V k 7~1 or DA, CJ, V b 712 
DA.o, V t== Yx.n iff for all L’ E DAsrf, with srt sort of x, 
DA,a, V[a/x] + n 
DA. c, V b X,~?IQ iff there exists j > 0 s.t. gi, is defined, 
DA,aii, V + 7~2 and 
for all i s.t. 0 < i < j DA,ali, V b ~1, 
A formula 4 E F&(X) is valid in DA (written DA b 4) iff DA, V b 4 for all evaluations 
V. If r is a set of formulae and every 4 in r is valid in DA, then DA is a model for f, 
Remark 10. Dynamic formulae include the usual (static) formulae of many-sorted first- 
order logic with equality; if DC contains dynamic sorts, they include also formulae built 
with the transition predicates. 
Notice that the formulae of our language are the dynamic ones; indeed the axioms of 
our specifications are dynamic formulae. Path formulae are just an ingredient, though 
an important one. 
The formula n(t,n) can be read as “for every path CJ starting from the state denoted 
by t, (the path formula) 7-r holds on c?‘. We have borrowed a, and v below, from [48]. 
We anchor these formulae to states, following the ideas in [37]. The difference is that 
we do not model a single system but, in general, a group of systems, so there is not 
a single initial state but several of them, hence the need for an explicit reference to 
states (through terms) in the formulae built with n and v. 
The formula [j”x. ~$1 holds on a path G whenever 4 holds at the first state of o; 
similarly the formula (3,x. 4) holds on o- if either CJ consists of a single state or & is 
true of the first label of 0. The need for both state and edge formulae has been already 
discussed in [35]. 
Here labels can be arbitrarily complex, one can also have operations to compose/ 
decompose them. This allows to model in a direct way the interaction of an open 
system with its environment, or between parts of a system. 
Finally, %/ is the so-called strong future until operator. Validity is preserved by 
isomorphisms. 
In the above definitions, we have used a minimal set of combinators; in practice, 
however, it is convenient to use other, derived, combinators; we list below those that 
we shall use in this paper, together with their semantics (formal or informal according 
to which is clearer). 
_ true, false, V, A, I,$, z, 3x, y,z. . , tJx, y,z. . defined in the usual way. 
~ o(t,n) =def -n(t, 1,~). DA, V b o(t, 7~) iff tDAvV is defined and there exists 
0 E PATH(DA,ds), with ds sort of t, s.t. S(a) = tD4.” and DA, CT, V kn. 
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_ on =der trueUZ1n (eventually rc). DA, g, V b on iff there exists i > 0 s.t. Cli is defined 
and DA, Gli, V k 7~. 
- q n =def ~O~TC (always 71). DA, 0, V +U 7~ iff DA,O/i, V k 7~ for all i > 0 s.t. Oli is 
defined. 
- n rc =def rr A q rc and *IX =&f rc V on. n and + are, respectively, the “always” and 
eventually” operators that include the initial (or present) moment. 
_ rci YY7t2 =&f (rci@rr2) V 0x1. W is the weak until operator ~1 dy^rc* holds on a path 
cr if ni holds until 712 becomes true; the difference with uz! is that rc2 may never 
become true. 
_ 071 =&f false Wn (next rc). DA, CI, V k o 71 iff either 01, is not defined or DA, (TI,, 
Vk7C. 
- ((Ax.4)) ‘&f (Ilx.4) A l(Ax.false). DA,a, V b ((1x.4)) iff L(cr) is defined and 
DA> W(oYxl b= 4. 
In other words we require that in o there is an initial transition labelled by L(o) 
and that this label satisfies 4. (Notice that (Ax.false) can be satisfied only by a path 
which consists of a single state, the initial one.) 
Example 11. We give here a few sketchy examples, that should clarify the meaning 
of the non-standard constructs in our language; in particular, examples (c) and (d) 
should explain the role of the binders 1x; more significant examples can be found 
in the following sections. We assume that: Cs is a constant symbol of dynamic sort 
ds; Ps and PI are unary predicate symbols of arity ds and lab(ds), respectively; Q is 
a predicate symbol of arity ds x Zub(ds) x ds; x,x’,z,z’ and y, y’ are variables of sort 
ds and Zab(ds), respectively. Moreover, for simplicity, we do not distinguish between 
the symbol Cs, Ps, PI,. . and their interpretations. 
(a) n(Cs, 0 (2~ .P~(Y))) can be read as: on every infinite path from the state Cs 
there exists a label that satisfies P1; (all finite paths trivially satisfy o (1~. P/(y))). 
(b) v(Cs,oo[ilx. Ps(x)]) can be read as: there exists a path from the state Cs that 
contains infinitely many states satisfying Ps. 
(c) n(Cs,o[Lx.v(x, o[kz. Ps(z)])]) can be read as: for every path o from Cs, for 
every state x on rr, there is a path from x such that along this path there is a state z 
satisfying Ps. 
(d) v(Cs,oVx,y,z). ([J_x’.x’ =x]A(/Zy’.y’= y) Ao[J.z’.z’=~])>Q(x,y,z)) can 
be read as: there exists a path cr from Cs along which any transition x L z is 
such that Q(x,y,z) is true. A more concise formula expressing the same property is: 
v(cs,oVx,y.([3LY’.x’ =x] A (i,y’.y’ = y))>0[2z.Q(x,y,z)]). 
4.2. The institution of algebraic temporal logic 
Dynamic signatures, dynamic algebras, dynamic homomorphisms and the formulae 
of our logic form an institution SYJV, as defined in [ 171. This can be seen by adapting 
to our case definitions in [3]; however, here we assume only that the reader is familiar 
with the main definitions in [ 171. 
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We shall prove that 9Y.. = (DSign,DSen, DAlg, k) is an institution, where the 
four ingredients DSign, DSen, DAlg, l= are defined as follows. 
Recall that X is a fixed set of variable symbols; if DC is a signature with set of sorts 
SRT, a sort assignment for 2’ w.r.t. DC is a partial function X : X + SRT; moreover, 
we also regard X as an SRT-indexed family {Xsrl}srfE~~~, where X,,, = {x 1 x E 9” 
and X(x) = srt}. We also assume that X,,, is infinite and denumerable for every srt. 
Finally, let Cat be a category “sufficiently large” to include, as objects, all categories 
of algebras. 
The signature category: Given two (predicate) signatures C = (SRT, OP, PR) and 
2? = (SRT’, OP’, PR’), a (predicate) signature morphism p : C + 1’ is a triple 
(T, 9, 4) such that 
_ r : SRT + SRT’ is a total map; 
-- q : OP --f OP’ is a total map s.t. if Op : s1 x x s, + s then cp(Op) : T(SI ) 
x .‘. x z(s,) + z(s); 
- $: PR + PR’ is a total map s.t. if Pr:sl x . . x s, then $(Pr) : z(s,) x x z(s,). 
In what follows, we shall confuse r, cp and II/, therefore we simply use p instead. 
Given two dynamic signatures DC = (C, DS) and DC’ = (2, OS’), a dynamic signa- 
ture morphism p : DE + DC is a predicate signature morphism p: C 4 C’ such that 
~ p(DS) CDS’; 
- for all ds E DS : p(lab(ds)) = lab(p(ds)) and p(- i ~ : ds x lab(&) x &) = 
_ i ~ : p(ds) X Zab(p(ds)) x p(ds). 
It is easy to see that dynamic signatures and dynamic signature morphisms form 
a category that we call DSign. 
The sentence ,functor: DSen : DSign ---f Set (Set is the category of sets) is the 
functor defined as follows: 
~ on objects: DSen(DC) = U{(X, 4) IX 1s a sort assignment for .Y w.r.t. DZ and 
4 E E9z(‘O); 
-. on morphisms: DSen(p : DE --) DC’) : DSen(DC) + DSen(DC’) is the mapping 
sending (X, 4) into (p(X), p(4)); where p(X) is the sort assignment for J w.r.t. 
DC’ defined by p(X)(x) = p(X(x)) and ~(4) is the formula obtained by replacing 
in 4 each symbol sym E DC with p(sym). Notice that in going from 4 to p(4) 
variables do not change; their sorts, however, do change and in the appropriate way 
(sort assignments have been introduced precisely to this purpose). 
It is trivial to see that DSen is a functor. 
The algebrafunctor: DAlg : DSign --j CatoP (CatoP is the opposite of the category 
Cat) is the functor defined as follows: 
- on objects: DAlg(DC) = DAlg,, (DAlg,, is the category of DC-algebras, see 
Section 3 ); 
- on morphisms: DAlg (p : DC --f DC’) : DAlg,,, +DAlg,, is the mapping sending a 
DZ’ algebra DA’ into the DZ algebra DA given by 
l DA,,, = DA&, for all srt E SRT; 
. opDA = Gus’ for all Op in OP and similarly for all Pr in PR. 
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It is easy to see that DAlg is a functor. 
The satisfaction relations: For each dynamic signature DC, the satisfaction relation 
~OZ is s.t. for each DA in DAlgDz, and each (X,4) in DSen(DC): 
DA /=~z (X, 4) iff DA k 4 (see Definition 9). 
Proposition 12. S?bV is an institution. 
Proof. All we have to prove is that for each p:DC + DC’ the satisfaction condition 
holds: for each DA’ in DAlgDz/, for each (X, 4) in DSen(DC) 
DA’ k=orf DSen(p)(X, 4) iff DAlg(p)(DA’) ADZ (X $): 
i.e. 
DA’ k P($) iff DA k 4 where DA = DAlg(p)(DA’). 
First of all, we need a canonical transformation of variable evaluations. If I” is a 
variable evaluation V’ : p(X) --) DA’, let DAlg(p)( I”) denote the variable evaluation 
DAlg(p)( I”) : X + DA defined as follows: DAlg(p)( V’)(x) = V’(x). Notice that 
DAlg(p)( I”) is well-defined, since x E X,,, + x E P(X)~(~,.~J 5 V’(x) E DAbC,,tj = 
DAw. Then we need the following lemmas, where we use V instead of DAlg(p)( V’). 
Lemma 13. For all t E T’&Y), p(t)DA’,“’ = tDA,V, where p(t) is the term obtained 
by replacing, in t, each symbol sym E DC with p(sym). 
Proof. Straightforward, by induction on t. 0 
Lemma 14. (i) DA’, V’ k p(4) ifs DA, V /= 4; 
(ii) DA’, G’, V’ /= p(z) ifs DA, u’, V k n, when 71 E P&Y,ds) and CJ’ is a path 
on DA’; note that the r.h.s. aboce is well-dejned since PA TH(DA’, p(ds)) = 
PATH(DA,ds) and so G’ may be used in both sides. 
Proof. By multiple induction on 4 and rc. 
Base: 
- q5 = Pr(tl,..., t,). DA’, V’ j= p(Pr(tl,..., t,)) 8 DA’, V’ /== p(Pr)(p(tl ), . . . , PC&>> 
iff (~(tl)~~‘%~‘, . . , p(tn)DA’,v’) E p(Pr)DA’ iff (by Lemma 13 and the definition of 
DA) (ty,‘,. . ., t,““,“) E PrDA iff DA, V k Pr(tl,. . . , t,). 
- g5 = tl = t2. Analogously to the above case. 
Step: By cases on the main logical combinator in 4 (or rc). 
- 4 = n(t, TL), with t term of sort ds. DA’, V’ b p(n(t, 7~)) iff DA’, V’ /= n(p(t),p(x)) 
iff DA’,cr’, V’ b p(x) for all cr’ E PATH(DA’,p(ds)) s.t. S(o’) = p(t)DA’,V’ iff 
(since PATH(DA’,p(ds)) = PATH(DA, ds), by Lemma 13 and by the inductive 
hypothesis applied to rc) DA, o’, V k n for all CJ’ E PATH(DA, ds) s.t. S(a’) = tDA,” 
iff DA, V k a(t, 7~). 
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- 7c = [ix. 41. DA’, CT’, V’ k p([l.x .4]) iff DA’, V’, CJ’ + [IJ. p(4)] iff DA’, V’[S(o’)/x] 
b ~(4) iff (by the inductive hypothesis) DA,DAlg(p)(V’[S(a’)/x]) k 4 iff DA, 
DAlg(p)(V’)[S(o’)/x] k 4 iff DA, V[S(o’)/x] b 4 iff DA,o’, V + [;x. 41. 
__ 71 = (Lx. 4). Analogously to the above case. 
._ TC = ~1 ‘ZLnl. DA’, cr’, V’ k p(nl @x2) iff DA’, g’, V’ \ p( ~1 )&p(n2) iff there exists 
i > 0 s.t. DA’, a;,, V’ + ~(712) and DA’, aii, V’ k ~(7~1) for all i, 0 < i < ,j, iff (by 
the inductive hypothesis) there exists j > 0 s.t. DA, ali, V + 712 and DA. $. V k nl 
for all i, 0 < i < j, iff DA,cr’, V k TC~%X~. 
Coming back to the main proof, we show that DA’ k p(4) iff DA + 9, thus con- 
cluding the proof. DA’ 1 p(4) iff (by definition of validity); for all V’ : p(X) - 
DA’, DA’, V’ b p(4) iff (by Lemma 14), for all V’ : p(X) + DA’ DA, V b C#I where 
V = DAlg(p)(V’) iff (since all V : X ---) DA can be obtained as DAlg(p)( V' ) for 
some V’ : p(X) 4 DA’) and for all V : A’ --j DA, DA, V k 4, i.e. DA k (b. c3 
4.3. Deductive systems 
4.3.1. Strong incompleteness result 
Our logic does not admit a sound and complete effective deductive system. Here 
“effective” means that the set of axioms is recursive, proofs are finite objects (hence 
the system is finitary) and the relation “p is a proof of formula 4 from the set .d of 
axioms” is decidable. The set of theorems of an effective deductive system is recursively 
enumerable, see e.g. [20, Ch. 8, Section 21. Following [Sl] we can say that our logic is 
strongly incomplete: the set of valid sentences over uny signature, provided it contains 
one dynamic sort (and the relative label sort and transition predicate), is not recursively 
enumerable. 
In [Sl] the result is proved for a first-order linear temporal logic with until, where 
variables can be global (rigid), as they are in our logic, or local (jkxible): variables 
that can change their value as time flows. Local variables are an essential ingredient 
in the incompleteness proofs in [51] (and also in those given in [34, 11) and we do 
not have them in our language. However (as it is done in [51]), we can follow the 
pattern used to prove the incompleteness of second-order logic in [21]. 
For the rest of this section, let DZ be any dynamic signature containing a dynamic 
sort, ds. Hence, DC contains also the sort lab(ds) and the predicate symbol ~ 1 : 
ds x lub(d.7) x ds. Moreover, let X be as in Section 2. 
Lemma 15. There is u closed formulu &, E FDC(X) s. t. .for any DC-algebra DA, if 
DA k &,, then DAd, is a jinite set. 
Proof. &, =+f EL A UL A FUN A REACH A FIN, where assuming that x,x’ are 
variables of sort lab(ds) and y, y’, z, z’ are variables of sort ds: 
EL =der 3x .x = x (existence of labels) 
UL =dcr Yx,x’ .x = x’ (uniqueness of labels) 
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FUN =def ‘dy,z,z’,x.((y AZ Ay %.a’)>~ =z’) ($-+ is a function) 
REACH =def 3y. ‘dz . o(y, + [AZ’. z’ = z]) 
(every element can be reached using -+* from a single one) 
FIN =der ‘dy. n(y, +(k.false)) (every path is finite; recall that (kc.false) is 
satisfied at the end point of a path, because there is no “next label”). 
EL A UL simplifies the picture: it requires the existence of a unique label of sort 
lab(&) (uniqueness is needed later); FUN A REACH implies that the elements of sort 
ds can be arranged along a (unique) non-empty sequence and FIN forces it to be finite, 
allowing for just a finite number of elements of sort ds. 0 
As an aside we also show that we can characterize (up to bijections) the set of 
natural numbers. 
Let &at =der EL A UL A FUN A REACH A DIFF A INF, where EL, UL, FUN and 
REACH are as above and 
DIFF =&f \dy . n(y,o[Az .z # y]) 
INF =&f tiy . 3y’,x . y -“-, y’ 
EL A UL A FUN A REACH requires that all the elements of sort ds can be arranged 
in a unique non-empty sequence. Then DIFF forces all elements to be different and 
INF forces the sequence to be infinite. Therefore, if DA b &,at, then D&,(h) is 
a singleton set and DAd, is in bijection with the set of the natural numbers. 
Coming back to the main issue in this section, we show that, in our logic, validity 
is not even semi-decidable. 
Theorem 16. The set $9 of closed formulae in FD#) that are valid in every DC- 
algebra is not recursively enumerable. 
Proof. Let x be a (fixed) variable of sort lab(ds) and FdS be the set of sentences 
(closed formulae) of our logic built using only: variables of sort ds, =, 1, 3, Y and 
the binary predicate symbol 5: ds x ds. Moreover, let 
where &, is the formula exhibited in Lemma 15. 
F$ is therefore isomorphic to the set of classical first-order sentences built using 
one binary predicate symbol which are valid in all structures with finite (non-empty) 
domain. This last set is not recursively enumerable [21, p.164, bottom lines]. To show 
that YY is not recursively enumerable it suffices to show that we can reduce F$ to 
9’9’. This is obtained using the function p : F&Y) t F&Y) st. 
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As an immediate corollary of this theorem we have the incompleteness result: our 
logic does not admit a complete effective deductive system. 
To overcome this problem we could look for complete injinitary systems (but we 
have not tried yet) or consider interesting fragments of our logic that are more man- 
ageable. In Section 4.4.1 we shall present a complete (finitary) system for “dynamic 
positive conditional formulae”. A third way out is discussed in the next section. 
4.3.2. A sound deductive system for our logic 
Even if completeness cannot be achieved, it is worthwhile to have a (sound) system 
where the rules express significant basic properties of the various combinators. First of 
all we must extend some standard definitions. 
Free and bound occurrences of variables in state and path formulae are defined as 
usual by adding the clauses: 
_ ‘%‘L and all its derived temporal connectives behave like the propositional connectives; 
_ all occurrences of x in t are free in a(&~); 
- all free/bound occurrences of x in IZ are free/bound occurrences of x in n(t, T-E); 
_ all occurrences of x in [Lx. cj] and (i,x. 4) are bound; 
- if x # y, all free/bound occurrences of x in 4 are free/bound occurrences of x in 
[JLy. $1 and (3,~. 4). 
Then substitution is extended in the obvious way; for instance, 
46 L3.x. cbw(ny 4) Xt’lx1 is n(t[t’/x], [%x. $]%(i_y .4[t’/x])); 
notice that here x and y must be different because they have different sorts. When 
writing “. [t/x]” we shall assume that substitution is legal: sorts are respected and 
there is no capture of free occurrences of variables. 
If 4’ is obtained from 4 by consistently changing the names of bound variables then 
we say that 4’ is obtained from 4 by x conversion. 
A formula is tautologically valid iff it is obtained from a propositional tautology 
by consistently replacing propositional variables with formulae. It is straightforward to 
verify that tautologically valid formulae are valid in any algebra. 
4 is a tautofogical consequence of $1,. ., &, (n3 1) iff ($1 A .. A cj,,) 3 Qj is 
tautologically valid. We use { 41,. , &} ET c,h to denote tautological consequence 
(n >, 1) or tautological validity (n = 0). Analogous definitions apply to path formulae. 
As dynamic formulae are the main ones in our language, the system below, (SY, 
refers to them. However, some rules express properties of path formulae (indeed n(x, 7~) 
holds iff n holds on every path). 
There are three groups of rules. The first one defines a sound and complete system 
for first-order logic with partial functions; its core is in [52, Ch. 2, Section 21. Notice 
that axiom [r] is useful in connections with axioms like [nV]. In the second group 
we have axioms that “define” the combinators (Lx.. .), [ix.. . .] and (recursively) ‘2/, 
together with the strictness property for n. The last group consists of axioms and rules 
describing the interaction of the temporal combinators with propositional connectives 
and quantification. 
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We recall that D(t) stands for t = t. 
First order : 
[ref] x = x 
[rep1 t = t’ Sd[tlxl 3 4+t’/xl) 
[strl] D(Op(tl,...,t,))>D(ti), l<i<?I 
[str2] I+(t],...,t,)>D(ti), l<i<n 
bafil W .4) W)(t) 3 4[+1) 
[tr I] (kc. 4 > 4’) >(cj > kc. 4’) where x does not appear free in 4 
kenI L vx.cp 
[taut] 
41 ..~bl 
dJ 
where {d~,...,~,,} kT 4, na0 
where 4’ is obtained from q5 by a-conversion 
Dejinition of the temporal connectives : 
[str3] n(t, TC) > D(t) 
Pll A(& [lx. 61) = (D(t) A d4thl) 
WI A(t,(~.+)> = (D(f) A (v.w.t 5 ~3 #[Y/A)) 
[D3] A(t, i’c%‘c’) = D(t) A (gy,z. t 2 z) A (vy,z. t 3 z 3 A(Z, n’ V (n A TC‘&‘))) 
in [D2] and [D3], z and y are “new” variables 
A(& 71) 
[o Gen] ~ 
&,nr) 
Interaction between temporal and jirst-order connectives : 
[Al] A(t, -0~) > lA(t, 7T) 
[AI] A(t,71>7C’)>(A(t,?‘c)>A(t,d)) 
[A’v’] n(t, V’x . TC) E ‘v’x . n(t, TC) where x does not appear in t 
[Lll Act, (Ax .+)) = A(t,+X.$)) 
[L I] A(t, (AX. 4 > 4’)) = A(t, (AX. 4) >(nX. 4’)) 
[Lb’] n(t, (lx .vy .+)) E A(t,vy . (Ax. #)) where x # y 
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[S-l, [S I], [SV] obtained from [Ll], [L I], [LV], respectively, by changing 
( ) into [ 1 
[a 31 A(f,o(nl 3 x2)) 3 A(& (DJ.cl) 3 0712) 
[rctaut] (n(t,71,)~.../\n(t,71,))>n(t,~), where {rrl,...,~~} Fr rt,n>O 
[irpart] (D(t) A D(t’)) 2 n(t, (KC. 7~) 3 n[t’/x]) 
[nV >] D(t) > n(t, (Kx. n> 7~‘) >(TT > b’x. d)) where x is not free in rt 
[@VI n(t, (Vx . TC)%TC’) E A(t,vX . n’2dd) where x is not free in n’ 
[*taut] (n(t, 7rl err) A . . . A A(& TC,%!TC)) > n(t, no%2dn) where {rci,. . . ,n,} ET no 
and n30. 
Theorem 17. The deductive system 99 is sound: when r is a set of dynamic fi)r- 
mulae, if r tp~v 4, then 4 holds in all the models of r. 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that for each of the above rules, the consequence 
holds in an algebra DA whenever all the premises hold in DA. 0 
Example 18 (Proofs in 3Y). As an example, we show that in g,y we can prove. 
4(x) 1 W) k A(Y, WJ. 4Wl) 3 A(Y, n [iX . b4-41) 
(recall that rn7-t stands for (on) A 7~). 
( 1) 4(x) > It/(x) hypothesis 
(2) 4(y) > $(y) straightforward, from (1) and the first-order rules 
(3) D(Y) by [Refl 
(4) D(Y) A (4(y) 1 $(Y)) by (2), (3) and [taut1 
(5) (D(Y) A (6(y) 1 G(Y))) >A(Y, [1,x. 4(x) 1 G>l) by Pll 
(6) A(Y, [jLx. 4(x)> W>l> by (4) (5) and b-4 
(7) A(Y> [J-x. 4x1 IJ W>l> 3 A(Y, 11~. $(x)1 ILAX. W>l) by [S>l 
(8) A(Y, [JJ. dG>l~[~.x. W>l> by (7) (6) and [taut1 
(9) n(y,o(Cj.x. 4(x)1 XAx. $(x)1>> by (8) and Lo Genl 
(10) n(y,(o[j.x.~(x)l)>(o[3,x.~(x)l)) by (9) and Lo>1 
(I 1) dy,Njbx. 4(x)1> ~o[~~x.$(x)I) 3 n(y,@j.x. dO>l> 3 dy,o[J.x. $(x)1) 
by 1~ 21 
(12) ~(y,o[j.x.~(x)l>~~(y,~[~x.rl/(x)l) by (lo), (11) and [taut1 
In a similar way we obtain (from hypothesis (1)): 
(13) MY> [ix. 4(x)1> 2 dY> [Ax. WI1 1 
Then the proof goes on as follows. 
(14) NY, [nx. $(x)1 A q [lLx .4(x>]> 3 MY, [nx. 4(x)1> by [j-c taut1 
(15) n(y, [3..w . c#J(x)] Aq [Ax .4(x)]) II n(y, [3.x. $(x)1) by (13) (14) and [taut] 
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(16) A(Y, [ix. 40)1> A A(Y,@~x. $(x)1> 3 A(Y,~[~x. 4(x)1) by Lx taut1 
(17) A(Y, [Ax. 40>1 Aq [Ax .4(x>l> 3 A(Y,o[Ax. $@)I> by (121, (16) and [taut1 
(18) NY, [Ax. 4(x)1 A q Ax. 4(x)1) 2 QY, [Ax. $(x>l) A n(y,o[Ax. Ic/(x>l) by (151, 
(17) and [taut] 
(19) A(Y, [Ax. W>l> A n(y,o[Ax. W>l) 3 NY, [Ax. $(x)1 A q iJ-x $G>l> by in taut1 
(20) A(Y, [Ax. 4(x)1 A q Ax . &>I> 3 NY> [Ax. $(x)1 A q Ax . W>l) by (181, (19) 
and [taut] 
4.4. (Simple) dynamic specijkations 
Definition 19. A (simple) dynamic specification is a pair (DC,AX), where AX C 
F&X) and X is an appropriate sort assignment (see Section 2). 
Notation. Usually the dynamic specification (DC,Ax) will be written as DC axiom 
Ax. 
In the three examples below we use the signature BUFC defined in Example 3; in 
Example 20 we refer to the initial semantics and in Examples 21 and 22 to the loose 
one. 
Example 20 (Unbounded bufSers with a LIFO policy). BUFi = (BUF C, BUF-AX,) 
where BUFAXl consists of the following axioms: 
- properties of the data contained in the buffers (the terms 0 and &KC(~) are always 
defined): 
D(0) D(Succ(n)) 
_ static properties (LIFO organization of the buffers) 
Get(Put(n, b)) = n Remove (Put(n, b)) = b 
- definition of the dynamic activity of the buffers 
@Get(b)) 
D( Get(b)) > b A Remove(b) a buffer can always return its first element 
(if it exists) 
b I(n! Put (n, b) a buffer can always receive a value and put it on its stack. 
This specification admits initial models (see Proposition 24 below): algebras where the 
carrier of sort buf is the set of unbounded stacks of natural numbers. Notice that, given 
our interpretation of =, the axiom Get(Put(n, b)) = n implies D(Get(Put(n, b))), hence 
also D(Put(n, b)), while Get(Empty) and Remove(Empty) are undefined. 
Example 21. A very abstract specification of buffers containing natural values; we only 
require the essential properties; clearly this is a “loose specification”. 
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BUFl = (BUFC, BUFAXz) where BUFAX2 consists of the following axioms: 
~ properties of the data contained in the buffers: 
D(0) D(Succ(n)) 10 = Succ(n) Succ(n) = .succ(m) 3 n = m 
static properties (the operations Get and Remove are not defined on the empty buffer): 
lD( Get( Empty’)) lD(Remove(Enzpty)) 
- dynamic properties (safety properties): 
h 3 b’ > n= Get(b) A b’=Remove(b) (specifies the action of returning a value) 
b 2 b’ > b’ =Put(b, n) (specifies the action of receiving a value) 
Here we do not give the definition of the operations Get, Put and Remove, as we 
did in BUF,, but we only specify some of their properties; clearly such a specification 
is oriented to a loose semantics. If DA is an algebra which is a model of BUF2, the 
set DAh,,f may contain, for instance, unbounded or bounded buffers, FIFO or LIFO 
buffers, but also buffers which “loose” any value that they receive. 
Example 22. A very abstract specification of buffers containing natural values where 
the received values are always returned. BUF3 is obtained by adding the axioms below 
to BUF2. 
(1) b 2 b’ > n(b’, (ny. ly = I(n))%^(iy. y = U(n))). This is a safety property: 
a buffer that has received a value n must return it before it can receive another copy 
of n; this ensures that the buffer contains distinct values. 
(2) b 2 b’ > n(b’,o((l,y y = O(n)))). Th‘ is is a liveness property: eventually, a 
received value will be returned; recall that the elements in a buffer are distinct, so we 
know that it is the same n which appears in I(n) and 0(n). 
If the buffer interacts with its users in a synchronous way, the last axiom is not 
very appropriate: indeed in case no one wants to accept the returned value, this axiom 
prescribes that the whole system, including the buffer and its users, will eventually 
deadlock. The problem can be avoided by replacing this last axiom with the two 
formulae below. They just require that a buffer will have the capability of returning 
any value it receives (2i) and that such capability remains until the value is actually 
returned (2ii ). 
(2i) b 2 b’ > n(b’,o[ib” Out- Cup(b”, n)]) 
(2ii) Out_Cup(b,n)>n(b,[ib’.Our_ Cup(b’,n)]ti”((iy.y = O(n)))) 
O(V) 
where Out_ Cup(x, y) stands for 3z .x + z. 
BUF3, where we use (2i) and (2ii), specifies a subclass of the buffers defined by 
BUF2: the buffers where received values are returned (if someone requests them). It 
includes bounded FIFO buffers, but also, say, unbounded LIFO buffers where the 
“fair behaviour” is obtained by using auxiliary structures. On the other hand, the initial 
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models of BUFt are not included, since there each buffer admits paths where condition 
(2i) is violated. 
4.4.1. Initial models 
Not all dynamic specifications admit initial models. Classical (static) specifications 
are a particular case and it is well known that axioms like 
tl = t2 V tj = t4 or 3.x. B(x) 
do not allow initial models, because none of their models can satisfy the properties in 
Proposition 1. Using Proposition 6, one can show that the same happens with formulae 
including existential temporal operators; for instance, o(t, n) or n(t,o 7~). However, as 
in the case of classical specifications, we can guarantee the existence of initial models 
by restricting the form of the axioms. 
An atom is any formula which is either tl = t2 or Pr(tl,. . . , t,). A formula $I E 
F&Y) is dynamic positive conditional iff it has the form 
i_;.nai’~y 
1 , 
where we assume that A binds tighter than >, n B 0, C(i is an atom and $ is either an 
atom or has the form n(t, n) with n built using [. . .], (. . .), q , o only, and the formulae 
inside [. . .] and (. . .) are themselves dynamic positive conditional. Usual positive con- 
ditional formulae, see Section 3, are a particular case when $ is an atom. Sometimes 
it is convenient to write dynamic positive conditional formulae in clausal-form, then 
we shall use the sequent (~(1,. . , a,} ==s $ instead of Ai =,,,,,, n Hi > Ic/. 
The properties that can be specified using axioms of this kind include “usual” static 
properties, described using ordinary positive conditional formulae, and many safety 
properties (see the examples above). 
Let dsp = (DC,AX) be a dynamic specification s.t. the formulae in Ax are dynamic 
positive conditional. We are going to show that dsp admits initial models. To this end, 
consider for each dynamic sort ds of DC a (new) predicate symbol Transd, : ds x ds 
and the set of (positive conditional) axioms 
TRANS = u{ TRAN&,jds E DS}, 
where, if x,z,w are variables of sort ds and y is a variable of sort lab(ds): 
TRANSd, = {x z z > Transd,(x,z); TranSd,(X,z) A TranSds(Z, w) 
3 TransdS(x, w)}. 
Using the predicates Transds we can translate dynamic positive conditional formulae 
into standard many sorted first-order logic. If 4 is a dynamic positive conditional 
formula, its translation, T($), is defined inductively as follows: 
T(cc) = dL 
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T(n(t, [Lx. 4’1)) = D(t) A T($‘)[t/x] 
T(n(t, (j.x. 4’))) = D(t) A (‘dy,z. t A z 3 T($‘)[.y!x]) 
,v,z not appearing in T(@) and t; 
T(n(t,on)) = D(t) A (Vz. Truns(t,z) 3 T(n(z, 7T))) 
z not appearing in rc and t; 
T(n(t.07r)) = Lqt)r\(Vy,z.t liz3T(n(z,n))) 
z not appearing in n and t; y not appearing in t and T(n(z, 7~)). 
Finally, let r&p be (DC’,AX’) where: DC’ is the signature obtained by adding the 
predicates Trms~, to DC and AX’ is the set of axioms 
TRANS u {T(qh)l@ E AX}. 
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 23. For rcrr)’ DC’-algebra DA in Mod(dsp’), ewry mriuble evaluution V und 
every dynumic positive conditioncll form& 4 E FD-(X): 
Proof. Assume 4 = Ai= ,,,,,, nCA; > $; then we use induction on the maximum depth of 
nesting of the temporal combinators n( --) -), q and o in li/. 
Busis: $ = x0. Obvious, since for j = 0,. . ,n: DA, V b ‘2, iff DAiox, V b x,. 
Step: We proceed by cases, according to the shape of I/I. 
~ tj = n(t,nn). We have shown in the basis that DAlu,-, V /= /‘j,=, ,,, ,, x; if? DA, V k 
A,=, . . . . . . I ~1. As ‘<Ai=, ,,,,.n xi~~(t,on>) = /Jr, _..., ,,T> T(dt,d~)), all we have 
to show is DAloz, V /= n(t,on) iff DA, V k T(n(t,on)). DAloz, V k n(t,m) ifl 
t has a defined value, say s, in DAID~ w.r.t. V and DA~,Qz_, g, V b q x for all 
paths CJ from s. As t is on the signature DC, tDA.” = s, hence DA, V b D(t). 
Moreover, DAloL,a, V b 071 for all paths 0 from s iff DAloz,a~~, V /= n for all 
paths CT from s and all i > 0 iff DAluz, CJ’, V k 7-~ for all paths 0’ from s’, with 
s’ s.t. there exists a path from s to s’ iff DA, V b Yz. Trans(t,z) > n(z, n) iff 
DA, V’ b Truns(t,z) > n(z, n) for every V’ which coincides with V everywhere 
but in z. 
Now DA, V’ k n(z, 7~) iff DAloy, V’ b n(z,n), as n(z,7r) contains only sym- 
bols in DC, iff DA, V’ b r(n(z, 7c)), by inductive hypothesis on n(z, n). Therefore 
(using the properties of b and I), DA, V’ b Truns(t,z) > n(z, n) for every V’ 
which coincides with V everywhere but in z iff DA, V’ k Trans(t,z) > T(n(z, n)) 
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for every V’ which coincides with V everywhere but in z iff DA, V k Yz. 
Trans(t,z) > T(n(z, 7~)). Recalling that DA, V /= D(t), we thus obtain DAloz, V k 
n(t,n~) iff DA, V b T(n(t,m)), as required. 
- $ = A(& WC). Similar to the case above. 
- $ = n(t,[,lx....]),IC/ = n(l,(kc....)). Straightforward. 0 
The translation of a dynamic positive conditional 4 is not a positive conditional 
formula, in general; however, clearly, it is equivalent to a set of positive conditional 
formulae. We think an example should suffice and omit the formal definition. If 4 is 
i=b. n Q 3 A(6 (2X.4’) 1,
1 1 
then T(d) is 
i=b. n Q XD(t) A (vY,Z.t 1; Z 1 T(4')[Y/XI)) 
, . 
which is equivalent to the set 
A mi ID(~), 
i=l,...,n 
A ai Atzz) ~i(o’)b/xl}, 
i=l,...,n 
i.e. {{at ,..., G} =+ D(t), {al,. . . > an,t L z) =+ T(~‘)[Y/x~). 
Proposition 24. Let dsp = (DC,AX) be a dynamic speci$cation; if the formulae in 
AX are dynamic positive conditional, then Mod(dsp) has initial models. 
Proof. Consider dsp’ = (DC’,AX’) as defined above. As we have seen, each axiom in 
AX’ is equivalent to a set of positive conditional axioms and thus there exists I initial 
in Mod(dsp’). By Lemma 23, Mod(dsp) = {DA~oz 1 DA E Mod(dsp’)}; thus ZIDZ is 
initial in Mod(dsp). Cl 
If the axioms of dsp are dynamic positive conditional formulae, we also have a de- 
ductive system which is sound and complete for dynamic positive conditional formulae 
with respect to Mod(dsp). The first step is to consider a deductive system, 9”, for first- 
order positive conditional formulae with partially defined terms (but recall that algebras 
have non-empty carriers). This can be obtained, specializing to our case a system in 
[41]. In the rules below, r is a finite set of atoms; CI,~, possibly with subscripts, are 
atoms; r, a abbreviates TU {a}; r[t/x] means substitution applied to all the atoms in r. 
9 is given by the following axioms and rules: 
[base] a + a [awl 
r*c! 
r,P*a 
[ref] * x =x [vml 
r+t=tf r+t=tr r + t’ = t/f 
r=k.tf=t [trl r + t = t/t 
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[congll 
r =+~(OP(tl,...,tn)) r =+ ti = t; i = I,...,?2 
r * Op(t,,..., tn) = Op($,...,t:,) 
[co@1 
r +Pr(t,,...,t,) r*ti=t( i=l,...,n 
r =m(t;,...,t;) 
[strl] 
r + wpb.,td) 
r + otti) 
1 <i<n 
’ ’ 
[ str2] 
r + fwl,...,tn) 
r + qtj) 
1 <i<n 
’ ’ 
[sub1 
r+x r + o(t) r,P+g r’ + p 
ml =+ wi 
[cut1 rurf+d 
9 is a particular instance (obtained by using the axioms for equality) of a “parametric” 
deductive system for first-order logic that is sound and complete w.r.t. the intuition- 
istic semantics [41, Section 3.21. On the other hand (see e.g. [41, Section 3.11) the 
intuitionistic semantics and the classical one coincide when we restrict ourselves to 
positive conditional formulae. Therefore, 9” is sound and complete: if Ax is a set of 
positive conditional axioms (that we regard as written in clausal form when used in 
connection with 9’) then 
Mod(M) + fxl A A ct, 3 a0 iff AX k,” czl,. . . , x, * ~0. 
The second step is to extend the system by adding rules for translating dynamic positive 
conditional formulae into positive conditional formulae and conversely. So we have two 
sets of rules: one for the elimination and the other for the introduction of the temporal 
combinators. 
Elimination rules : 
[str3] 
r + Act, 71) 
r + o(t) 
r + n(t, [3,x. 41) 
r =+ 4wi 
r + Act, (~4)) 
r, t 2 z + ~[v/x] 
r + Act, 0 7~) 
r, t 2 z + A(Z, 7~) 
r + ~(t, 07~) 
y,z not appearing in r, 4 and t 
y,z not appearing in r, rt and t 
r, nafis(t,z) + A(~, 7~) 
z not appearing in T,rr and t 
Introduction rules : 
r + o(t) r + wxi 
r + ~0, [Ax. 41) 
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r =+ D(t) r, t 2 z =+ &Y/Xl 
r * 46 h.4)) 
y,z not appearing in r, $ and t 
r + D(t) r,t AZ + A(~,~) 
r =k n(t, 07~) y,z not appearing in r, n and t 
r + D(t) r, Tr~ns(t,z) + A(~, 71) 
r + n(t,oq z not appearing in r, z and t 
Let us call 99’ the full system and t- 99 the associated deduction relation. 
Proposition 25. If dsp = (DC,AX) is a dynamic specijication where the formulae in 
AX are dynamic positive conditional, then for every 4 which is dynamic positive 
conditional: 
Mod(dsp) b $ ifs AX U TRANS t-2P 4. 
Proof. It is easy to verify the soundness of 99, therefore we omit this part. To see 
its completeness, let dsp’ =(DC’,Ax’) be as above. 
From Lemma 23, if Mod(dsp) + 4 then Mod(dsp’) + T(4). We have seen that 
T(4) is equivalent to a finite set of positive conditional formulae that we denote 
by T”(4); the same holds for the axioms in Ax’, thus we obtain the set Ax” = 
(U(T”(4) 1 cj E Ax}) U TRANS. If T”(4) = {&,. , I!&} then Mod(dsp’) + Bi, i = 
1,. . . ,n. The completeness of the system 9 ensures that Ax” P” Bi, i = 1,. . . ,n. 
Consider the deduction trees for Bi, i= 1 , . . . , n, from AX” in 9 (where we picture the 
root below the leaves). From the roots we can obtain 4 by using (downwards) the 
introduction rules. Similarly, from the leaves, belonging to AX”, we can obtain axioms 
in AX by going upwards and using the elimination rules (while leaving the axioms in 
TRANS unchanged). Thus, AX U TRANS kPi.* 4. 0 
5. Classical results and techniques in the dynamic case 
In the last years a body of concepts, results and techniques, has been developed in 
the field of algebraic specifications of adt’s: parameterized specifications, constructs for 
building complex specifications in a modular way, behavioural/observational semantics, 
notions of “correct implementation”, development processes, theoretical tools (as de- 
ductive systems and transformational rules), software tools (as parsers, type checkers 
and rapid prototypers), . . .: see, e.g. [53]. Most of them can be lifted up to work on 
our dynamic specifications and this usually can be done easily enough and in a sound 
way: the dynamic features are handled in a coherent and appropriate way. 
Here, as sample instances, we discuss structuring constructs and implementations for 
dynamic specifications, following [54, 131. The related concepts and results have been 
successfully used in the specification of several case studies, see e.g. [44,45, lo]. 
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5.1. Structured specijications 
A sufficiently powerful language for writing dynamic specifications in a modular way 
can be obtained by considering three constructs only: sum, rename and hide/export, 
following the pattern proposed in the literature, see [53] for a survey. Here we do not 
consider constructs, as the ASL reach, for restricting the models of a specification to 
those generated by some constructors, even if this restriction may be useful for dynamic 
specifications. Moreover, we do not consider constructs, such as the ASL observe, that 
are used to take observational equivalence into account; the experience in applying our 
approach to a range of test cases suggests that we can dispense with such constructs 
since our logic is powerful and flexible enough to express, directly and at the right 
level of abstraction, the wanted properties. On the other hand, notice that the dynamic 
features add an extra “dimension” to some of the operators, namely sum and export, 
as discussed below. 
Here we assume a loose semantics for our specifications, therefore each language 
expression denotes a pair (DC,.kG2), where D.Z is a dynamic signature and J&‘C~% 
is a class of dynamic DC-algebras which is closed w.r.t. isomorphisms. 
Let LOOSEADDT be the class of all pairs of the above form and SPECEXPR 
be the set of all language expressions (specification expressions); then the semantics 
of the language is given by a function 
9: SPEC-EXPR -+ LOOSEADDT. 
SPEC-EXPR and Y are defined inductively by the rules given below. For simpli- 
city, we do not distinguish between specifications and specification expressions, using 
dsp, dsp’ , . . . for both. We use the following notation: if 4 = (DC, &09), we write 
Sig([) and Mod(<) for DC and &09, respectively. Moreover, union and containment 
of signatures are taken componentwise (and w.r.t. the four components: SRT, OP, PR 
and DS). 
Simple specifications: Simple (or flat) specifications are the basic building blocks: 
(DC,AX) E SPECZXPR, for all dynamic signatures DC and AX C FD~(X) 
9’[(DC,AX)] = (DE, {DA 1 DA is a DC-algebra and for all 4 E Ax : DA + 4)) 
In the examples we shall use the mixfix notation DC axiom AX, for the simple 
specification (DC,AX). 
Sum of specifications: The sum is the basic construct for putting specifications to- 
gether to build a larger one: 
dsp, + dspz E SPEC-EXPR for all dsp,, dsp, E SPECEXPR 
YItdsp, + dsp,ll 
= (DC, {DA 1 DA 1s a DC-algebra and DAlo~, E Mod(Y[[dspi]) for i= 1,2}) 
where DC = DC1 U DC2 and DCi = Sig(Y[ldsp,J) for i= 1,2. 
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Notice that this construct allows us to specify static and dynamic features separately 
(and then combine them). More precisely, let DCi be ((SRF, OPi, PRi),DSi), i = 1,2, 
and srt be a sort such that srt E SRT,, srt # DS, and srt E DS;! (hence srt E SRT2). 
Then we may specify the static structure of the elements of sort srt in dsp, and the 
dynamic one in dsp2; when we consider dsp, +dsp, we obtain the wanted specification. 
In practice, it is often useful to use a derived construct, enrich, defined by enrich 
dsp’ by sorts SRT dsorts DS opns OP preds PR axiom AX =&f let Sig(Y[dsp’]) = 
((SRT’, OP’, PR’), OS’) in dsp’ + sorts SRT U SRT’ dsorts DSU DS’ opns OP U OP’ 
preds PR u PR’ axiom AX. 
Rename: This construct is used to avoid name-clashes when putting specifications 
together. We shall consider bijective renamings only. The concept of signature isomor- 
phism is needed here; the intuitive idea is very simple: a bijective renaming of sorts, 
operation and predicate symbols which “preserves” arities, static/dynamic distinctions, 
labels,. . ; see Section 4.2 for a formal definition: 
p l dsp E SPEC_EXPR 
for all dsp E SPECJXPR and all signature isomorphisms p 
YIP l dspll 
= if p is an isomorphism from Sig(Y[dsp]) into DC’ then 
(DC’, {DA’ 1 DA’ 1s a DC/-algebra and p-‘(DA’) E Mod(Y[rdspj)}) 
else undefined, 
where if DC = Sig(Y[dsp]), then DA = p-‘(DA’) is the DE-algebra defined by 
- D&t = D&t) for all sorts srt of DC, 
- opDA = Gus’ for all operation symbols Op of DC, 
- PrDA = N+) DA’ for all predicate symbols Pr of DC. 
In the examples we use the mixfix notation rename dsp with p. 
Export: This construct is used to specify which parts of a specification (sorts, opera- 
tions and predicates) should be “visible from outside”. Alternatively, it specifies which 
parts should be hidden (namely, the non-exported ones): 
dspiDx E SPECEXPR 
for all dsp E SPEC-EXPR and all dynamic signatures DC 
y[rdsPIDzn 
= if DC C Sig(Y[dsp]), then (DC, {DAIDz / DA E Mod(Y[dsp])}) 
else undefined (see Section 2 for the definition of DAloz). 
In the examples we use the mixfix notation export DC from dsp and also the dual 
construct, hide, defined by 
hide H in dsp =&f export DC from dsp, 
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where H is a set of sorts, dynamic sorts, operation symbols, predicate symbols and 
DC = Sig(Y[dsp]) - H. 
With these constructs we can act on a dynamic sort, say ds, in two ways: we can 
hide L& completely (as in the classical setting); or hide its dynamic features only (this 
can be obtained, when using export, by taking DC = (C, DS) where ds appears in 
C but not in DS and moreover C does not contain the label-sort and the transition 
predicate for ds; see below for an example). 
Example 26. Here, we specify concurrent systems where several processes, specified 
by PROC below, interact by exchanging messages through a shared buffer, specified 
by BUF2 of Example 21. We assume that COM and MEM specify, respectively, 
the commands executed by the processes and their local memory (containing natural 
values). We assume a loose semantics: 
spec PROC = 
enrich COM + MEM by 
dsorts proc 
opns 
(-, -): corn x mem -+ proc 
TAU: + Iub(proc) 
SEND, REC: nut + lub(proc) 
axioms 
@km)) 
. . other axioms.. . 
A process is a pair whose components are a command-list and a local memory; it can 
perform internal actions, i.e. transitions labelled by TAU, or visible actions: sending 
and receiving natural numbers: 
spec SYST = 
enrich PROC + BUF2 by 
sorts procs 
dsorts syst 
opns 
0: + procs 
_I_: proc x procs 4 procs 
_I-: procs x buf + syst 
Tuu: + lab(syst) 
axioms 
D(0) D(P lps) D(P~ I b) 
_ _ the order of the component processes does not matter 
p/p’/Ps=p’lp/Ps 
SYST defines the structure of our systems: in term-generated models, these are com- 
posed by a buffer and zero or more processes. SYSTr, SYST2 and SYST3, below, 
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specify how the single components of a system contribute to its overall behaviour. 
spec SYSTi = 
enrich SYST by 
axioms 
p%p’>pIpsIb2p’jpsIb 
SEND(n) 
p-p’Ab~b’>pIpsIb~p’IpsIb’ 
REC(n) 
p+p’r\b O(n) b’>plpslb 2 p’lpslb’ 
In the models of SYSTi, and within a system, we allow the buffer and any process to 
synchronize. Moreover any transition of a process-buffer pair produces a transition of 
the whole system and the same happens for a TAU-transition of a single process, i.e. 
interleaving is allowed. But this is not the only way in which the system can evolve: 
the axioms do not forbid, say, that 
directly. (This is a consequence of 
two processes synchronize and exchange messages 
adopting a loose semantics.) 
spec SYST3 = 
enrich SYST by 
axioms 
s -1, s’ 
>(3p,p’,ps,b.p~p’As=p~psIbAs’=p’IpsIb)V 
(In, p, p’, ps, b, b', p ‘END(n! p’ A b 2 b’r\ 
s==p/ps/bAs’=p’/ps/b’)v 
(3n, p, p’, ps, b, b’.p REC(n! p’ A b 2 b’/\ 
s=pIpsIbAs’= p’lpslb’) 
In the models of SYST2, if a system makes a transition this must be the result either 
of the TA U-move of a single process, or of the synchronized move of a process- 
buffer pair. Thus, idleness is the only alternative to interleaving (and indeed SYST2 
has models with systems which do nothing). 
SYST3 = SYSTi + SYST2 
A model of SYST3 must satisfy the axioms in SYSTi and those in SYST2; therefore, 
now, a system performs a transition iff so does a component process (alone or together 
with the buffer) and interleaving is the rule. 
Finally, we can hide the dynamic features of the components (processes and buffer) 
of the systems specified by SYST3. Then, the resulting specification, SYST4 below, 
describes (a class of) non-deterministic sequential systems. In Section 5.2, we shall 
see that SYST3 can be regarded as an implementation of SYST4 (corresponding to 
the implementation of sequential systems by groups of parallel processes). Notice that 
this is just a simple example showing the possibilities of our framework, it is not 
an example on how one should proceed in designing a complex system. Hiding is 
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obtained as follows: Sig(SYSTs) is (Es, {syst,buf,proc}); then let DC be (Z, {cyst}), 
where 
C = ,Yx - ({ Zub(proc), lub(buf ), TA U, SEND, REC, I, 0} 
U {_ 5 _ of type proc x lab(proc) x proc and 
buf x lab(buf) x buf}). 
Then the wanted specification is 
SYST4 = export DC from SYST3 
5.2. Implementation of dynamic specifications 
Here we follow once more the approach in [54], see also [53] and the references in 
[53]. Let sp and sp’ be two classical (or static) specifications; when is sp implemented 
by sp’? There are, at least, two criteria to consider: 
_ implementing means refining, thus sp’ must be a refinement of sp, i.e. “things” not 
fixed in sp are made precise in sp’ by adding further requirements; 
_ implementing means realizing the data and the operations abstractly specified in sp, 
using the data and the operations of sp’. 
Formally, we have that sp is implemented by sp’ with respect to (x, a function from 
specifications into specifications, (written sp -4’ sp’) iff 
Mod(a(sp’)) C Mod(sp). 
The function a describes how the parts of sp are realized in sp’ (implementation as 
realization); while implementation as refinement is obtained by requiring inclusion of 
the classes of models. 
Clearly, not all specification functions are acceptable; for example, if CY adds all pred- 
icates and operations of sp to sp’ we have a kind of trivial implementation. However, 
the definition above includes as particular cases the various definitions proposed in the 
literature. Usually, a is a combination of the various operations for structuring specifi- 
cations (see Section 5.1). When c1 is a composition of a renaming, an enrichment with 
derived operations and predicates, an export and an enrichment with axioms, we have 
the so-called implementation by rename-enrich-restrict-identify of [22,23] which corre- 
sponds, within the framework of abstract data types, to Hoare’s idea of implementation 
of concrete data types. 
The above definition, when used in our setting, yields a reasonable notion of imple- 
mentation for dynamic specifications, covering relevant applications, see e.g. [lo] and 
there is no need for a notion of observability. 
Definition 27. Given two dynamic specifications dsp and dsp’ and a function a, from 
dynamic specifications into dynamic specifications, defined by a combination of the 
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constructs of Section 5.1: dsp is implemented by dsp’ w.r.t. c( (or dsp’ is an imple- 
mentation of dsp w.r.t. a), written dsp -+’ dsp’, iff Mod(a(dsp’)) C Mod(dsp). 
If we impose some conditions on the function CY we get particular types of imple- 
mentations; for example: 
- CI does not add axioms defining the transition predicates of dsp’; then we have 
a static implementation, which concerns just the static parts of the specification (for 
example, the states and the labels of the transitions); 
_ LX redefines the transitions of dsp’ composing them sequentially, by adding axioms 
like dl L d2 -% d3 . . 5 d, 3 dl & d, (---+ transition predicate in dsp’ 
and j transition predicate in dsp); we have an action-re$ning implementation, 
because the transitions of the dynamic elements of dsp are realized by sequences of 
transitions in dsp’; 
_ M does not change dynamic sorts into static ones, nor static sorts into dynamic ones: 
we have a dynamics-preserving implementation. 
Example 28 (Implementations of dynamic specifications). BUF3 cannot be imple- 
mented by BUFl for any static a, since in BUFt the buffers may go on for ever 
in receiving new values, thus violating two of the requirements in BUFs: not receiv- 
ing a new copy of a value until the previous one has been returned, and eventually 
returning the received values. On the other hand, BUFs can be statically implemented 
by BUFJ below (buffers which can contain one value at most): 
spec BUF4 = 
enrich NAT by 
dsorts buf 
opns 
Empty: -+ buf 
C: nut -+ buf 
I, 0: nut + lab(buf) 
axioms 
10 = &cc(n) Succ(n) = Succ(m) > n = m - as in BUFs 
C(n) 2 Empty Empty 3 C(n) 
C(n) L b > (3n.Z = O(n) A b = Empty) 
Empty L b > (3n.Z = I(n) A b = C(n)) 
Consider now BUFS and BUF6 given by 
spec BUFs = 
enrich BUF4 by 
opns 
Get: buf + nut 
Put: nut x buf + buf 
Remove: buf -+ buf 
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axioms 
lD(Get(Emptv)) Get(C(n)) = II 
~D(Put(n, C(m))) Put(n,Empty) = C(n) 
TD(Remoue(Empty)) Remove(C(n)) = Empty 
spec BUF6 = hide C : nut + byf from BUF5. 
It is easy to see that Mod(BUF6) C Mod(BUF3); thus BUF3 is implemented by BUF4 
w.r.t. x which is the composition of hide C: nut ---$ bvf from_ and 
enrich _ by opns Get : buj” + nat . . . axiomlD( Get( Empty)). . 
SYST3 is an implementation of SYST4, where x is export DC from _. Here LY does 
not satisfy any of the conditions listed above. This example is interesting because it 
shows that our definition covers cases such as: implementation of a sequential system 
by another composed of several processes in parallel; however, it is not an example 
of good design-methodology. 
Now we give an example of action-refining implementation: BUF4 is implemented 
by a low-level buffer BUF, which interacts with the external world by sending and 
receiving sequences of “units” represented by the symbol 1. Thus, BUF-, is also an 
implementation of BUF3. 
spec UNITS = 
sorts units 
opns 
A: 4 units 
l-: units ---) units 
spec BUF7 = 
enrich UNITS by 
dsorts buf 
opns 
R,S, C: units -+ buf 
_ here there are only 3 possible “states” for a buffer: 
- receiving/sending a sequence of units (R, S) and idling (C) 
IU, OU: + lab(buf) 
_ input/output of one unit 
START_I,END_I: + lab(buf) 
_ starting/ending the input of a sequence of units 
START-O, END-O: - lab(buf ) 
_ starting/ending the 
axioms 
START-O 
C(u) ___f S(u) 
START-l 
C(A) -R(A) 
output of a sequence of units 
S(lu) z S(u) s(n)E=&l) 
R(u) 2 R( lu) 
END-I 
R(u) -C(u) 
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BUF7 is an implementation (action-refining of BUF4); indeed consider the following 
specifications: BUFs = BUF7 [nat/units, O/A] 
spec BUF9 = 
enrich BUFg by 
opns 
Succ: nat + nat 
I, 0: nat + Zab(buf) 
Empty: --f buf 
preds 
_ ---t _: buf x lab(buf) x buf 
axioms 
&KC(U) = lu Empty = C(A) 
{C( 1”) ‘wbl Ab, ~bZA...Ab,~(/i)>C(ln)~ Empty, 
Empty ‘TART_! bl _Ikl,...b,~C(l”)>C(Empty)t~C(l”) Inal} 
where 1” stands for 1. . . 1 A. 
n times 
spec BUFio = 
hide ==+, A, -._, 1--) R,S, IU, OU, START-I, START-O, END-I, END-O in BUF9 
Now it is easy to see that Mod(BUFio) C Mod(BUF4). 
Once we have a definition of implementation, it is interesting to study its relations 
with the structure of specifications. We limit ourselves to implementations where LX 
is the identity function, using for this the notation dsp -+ dsp’ (notice that dsp and 
dsp’ must have the same signature). This is not a restriction: from the properties of 
-+ we can derive properties about -+‘, because a is defined as a combination of the 
structuring operations; indeed, dsp -+’ dsp’ iff dsp -i^* cr(dsp’). 
It is easy to verify the following: 
Proposition 29. (i) -+ is a partial order (i.e. it is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive). 
(ii) All specijication operators are monotonic w.r.t. -+: if dsp, dsp’, dsp” are 
specifications, DC is contained in Sig(dsp), p is a signature isomorphism and dsp -+ 
dsp’, then dsp + dsp” -+ dsp’ + dsp”; dsplDx -w* dsp;,,; p l dsp -+ p l dsp’. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have presented an algebraic framework allowing to specify, in what we think is 
a convenient way, both “classical” (or “static”) and “dynamic” data types. These last 
can model concurrent/parallel/reactive processes/systems. 
In our opinion there are some strong points in our approach. 
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- Specifications follow the well-established pattern of algebraic specifications for adt’s; 
indeed, what we have is an extension of the classical framework. This extension is 
“conservative” as classical definitions, properties and results are a particular case of 
ours (precisely, the case when there are no dynamic sorts). It is also sound as it 
results in an institution. 
~ It has been tested in practice on non-trivial examples and it has proved successful: 
it is easy to write specifications and in many cases it is rather straightforward to 
prove properties of the specified systems, either using the deductive systems we 
have provided, or in the style of ordinary mathematics. 
As examples of applications of the proposed formalism: in [8] it supports a meta- 
language for expressing requirement of reactive systems, in [44,45] it has been used 
for the specifications of two industrial case studies and recently in [lo] it has been 
satisfactorily used to solve a specification problem proposed by Lamport and Broy as 
a common case study at a Dagstuhl Seminar [ 151. 
~ With respect to other approaches used in the specification of concurrent/reactive 
systems, ours 
l offers YYZOIV abstract specijcations (and this is a well-known benefit of the alge- 
braic approaches); 
l allows to express, within the same formalism, both requirement spec$cations (i.e. 
specifications with a loose semantics) and design spec$cations (i.e. those with 
an initial semantics); 
l concerns the specification of types of systems rather than the specification of one 
system; 
l allows to dqfine the kind of parallelism and process-interaction that we 
want. 
An apparent weakness is that we do not address the issue of observational (or be- 
havioural) semantics; indeed, here we have considered only the initial and the loose 
semantics. Actually, observational semantics for processes, defined on the associated 
labelled transition systems, may be used to define models for a dynamic specification of 
such processes. This is shown in [4, 111 for conditional dynamic specifications: given 
an observational semantics for the dynamic elements (e.g. strong or weak bisimula- 
tion) one obtains a model where two terms of dynamic sort are identified iff they are 
observationally equivalent. On the other hand, the experience in using the SMoLCS 
method (see e.g. [44,45, lo]) suggests that we do not need observational semantics to 
express requirements over processes or to reason about implementation. This is due to 
the power and flexibility of our logic, when used to express properties in requirement 
specifications. 
6.1. Comparisons with other upproaches 
In the last years, several authors have proposed the use of modal or temporal log- 
its for the specification of data types or have considered algebraic specifications for 
describing and modelling processes, concurrent systems and “objects”. 
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In some cases, like in [36,50], the aim is exploiting the power of temporal logics 
to obtain specifications of classical data types which are “stronger”, in the sense that 
the class of models is smaller; in particular, one can obtain monomorphic specifica- 
tions [36]. More frequent is, however, the use of temporal or modal logics to express 
time-dependent properties of data types or object types. For instance, in [26] usual 
specifications (with positive-conditional axioms) are considered and a temporal logic 
(CTL, [25]) is used just to express properties of data types related to some operations 
which are singled out as “update operations”. 
However, we cannot restrict ourselves here just to the work where temporal or modal 
logics are used in connection with algebraic specifications, but must consider also 
the different approaches to using algebraic specifications for describing and modelling 
processes, concurrent systems and/or objects. In relating these approaches to our work 
we think that we can distinguish, roughly, three groups, characterized by Al, A2 and 
A3 below. 
Al: Just the data used by the processes are given by means of algebraic specifications 
of adt’s, while concurrency is handled in other ways (e.g. by using a CCS like language 
as in LOTOS [32], stream-processing functions as in [14] or Petri nets as in [46]). 
A2: Processes are elements of one (or some of) the sorts of algebraic structures, 
of some kind, that are specified axiomatically; here a specification defines either one 
structure or a class of structures. (Clearly, our approach falls within this category.) 
A3: Data types themselves are regarded as dynamically changing. This is the so- 
called “dynamic adt’s” approach, see e.g. [ 12,241. 
In this last approach models are sequences of algebraic structures (thus there is a 
similarity with the way linear first-order temporal logic is usually interpreted - see Sec- 
tion 1). The reason is that these models are primarily intended to capture entities (like 
Ada packages or objects) with a local state and where the meaning of (some of) the 
operations is state-dependent. Alternatively, the operations are regarded as parts of the 
elements, rather than something shared by all elements; this is a view which is typical 
to object-oriented languages: an object stack has its own operation Top as opposed to 
the usual situation where there is a (single) operation Top acting on all stacks. The 
point of view and the main concern are therefore different from ours; indeed objects 
cannot be modelled within our framework in a straightforward way (but see [43] for 
an operational model for an object-oriented language using a restricted form of our 
formalism). However, when the aim is to model concurrent systems we think that our 
framework has at least the advantage that it is simpler to reason on a single algebra, 
especially at the logical level. 
For the approaches characterized by either Al or A2, one can consider an addi- 
tional distinction according to whether their main concern are design or requirement 
specifications. A survey of these approaches, mainly for what concerns design spec- 
ifications, can be found in [9], while [l l] contains a detailed comparison between 
our formalism and other proposals. Here we discuss only some of the proposals 
in the literature: those that seem more significant w.r.t. the topics presented in this 
paper. 
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Fiadeiro and Maibaum, in several papers - see e.g. [28], have presented a specifica- 
tion formalism for processes and objects that combines temporal logics and algebraic 
specifications. The main differences with our proposal are: they specify systems rather 
than types of systems (see above); there is a separation between the algebraic and the 
temporal part: the first is used for the data handled by the processes and the second 
for the process properties (thus their approach belongs to group Al); parallel compo- 
sition of (the specifications of) several processes is usually obtained by “external (i.e. 
out of the formalism) tools” such as limits of diagrams in an appropriate category of 
specifications, while in our approach parallel composition is just an operation defined 
by axioms in our logic (see the examples in Section 5.1). 
The work by Fiadeiro and Maibaum is mainly about requirement specification. 
Another example of requirement specifications within Al is the work of Broy 
in [14]. There the requirements on processes are expressed by formulae of a lin- 
ear time temporal logic, whose models are functions over streams (stream-processing 
functions). 
The object specification logic of [47] is based on a variant of linear temporal logic 
and covers requirement specifications; at least it supports Al. The underlying models 
for single objects and for systems of objects are linear Kripke structures, where the 
states/situations are sets of open atomic formulas (stating that the objects - represented 
by free variables - are either performing some actions or have some attribute). Clearly, 
the choice of linear models implies that nondeterminism cannot be handled appropri- 
ately, except by confusing nondeterminism within a process with the one arising from 
the various ways of realizing a requirement (one cannot write a specification whose 
only model is a process that can perform either z or fl, but only a specification which 
has two models: a process that can perform only SI and a process that can perform 
only p; then, these two processes can be regarded as two different behaviours of some 
“higher level” process). This formalism does also contain some of the features in A2: 
one can express temporal properties of different objects in a system of objects (but 
cannot use equations over objects). 
A formalism for design specifications fulfilling A2 is Meseguer’s Rewriting Logics, 
see [39]. Rewriting Logics allows to specify types of dynamic elements, whose activity 
is characterized by a transition relation. Here, however, transitions correspond to rewrit- 
ing steps, thus they have no labels and do not represent action-capabilities but effective 
actions (whose occurrence cannot be conditioned by the external world). Moreover, 
the static part (the data) is fully specified before the dynamic one. Also the semantics 
is different: the structure associated with a specification in Rewriting Logic, expressed 
in term of category theory, does not model processes through labelled transition trees, 
but by means of the sets of their possible behaviours (sequences of transitions, i.e. 
linear proofs) modulo the ordering of independent transitions. In the end we can say 
that specifications in Rewriting Logics correspond to a proper subclass of conditional 
dynamic specifications, namely those where transitions have no distinct labels and one 
adds axioms for the transition relation stating that it corresponds to rewriting steps 
(congruence axioms are an example). 
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Goguen’s algebraic specifications with hidden sorts, see e.g. [31], is another formal- 
ism along this line. The elements of the hidden sorts are characterized by a set of 
operations returning elements of non-hidden (visible) sort; an equational specification 
determines a behavioural model where the terms of hidden sort are identified iff they 
cannot be distinguished by some visible context. Hidden sorts specifications may be 
used to represent dynamic elements as follows: the sorts of dynamic elements are hid- 
den and the visible operations correspond to the possible interactions with the external 
world. This approach works in a reasonable way only for simple processes, i.e. the ones 
without inner concurrency; indeed, [31] suggests to compose process specifications to 
get specifications of concurrent systems by using, as in [28], limits of diagrams in a 
category of specifications. 
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